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Abstract

In this thesis we explore the compositionality of particle verbs using distri-
butional similarity and pre-trained word embeddings. We investigate the
compositionality of 100 pairs of particle verbs with their base verbs. The
ranking of our findings are compared to a ranking of human ratings on
compositionality. In our distributional approach we use features such as
context window size, content words, and only use particle verbs with one
word sense. We then compare the distributional approach to a ranking done
with pre-trained word embeddings. While none of the results are statistically
significant, it is shown that word embeddings are not automatically superior
to the more traditional distributional approach.
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1. Introduction

Particle verbs are a kind of multi-word expression consisting of a verb and a
particle. They can be challenging for NLP applications because they can appear
separated in many languages, and in German especially, verb and particle can
be very far away from each other in a sentence. It is important to be able to
identify them, as the meaning of a particle verb can be very different from the
meaning of the corresponding verb without particle. For applications like machine
translation another aspect is important: Particle verbs can have varying degrees of
compositionality and literal or not literal use, making it important to be able to
distinguish between these.

In this thesis, we investigate the compositionality of particle verbs in German
and compare an approach using distributional similarity with a word embedding
approach, while comparing both approaches to a gold standard ranking of human
ratings. We try to replicate the more traditional method of determining com-
positionality by ranking the distributional similarity and then use a ranking of
pre-trained word embeddings to compare. Word embeddings have seen increas-
ing attention recently and have been compared to distributional approaches to
determine their accuracy and efficiency.

We explore German particle verbs and look at their compositionality using
these two approaches. While the distributional method has been done before on
German particle verbs, a comparison of the two approaches gives insight into the
scope of using word embeddings for something as specific as particle verbs.

In Chapter 2, we introduce German particle verbs, their compositionality, as
well as distributional similarity and word embeddings. Chapter 3 gives an overview
of other work done on the compositionality of particle verbs, particularly using
distributional approaches. Our method, experiments, and the data we use is
explained in Chapter 4, while Chapter 5 presents the results of our experiments.
While neither the results for the distributional similarity nor the word embeddings
are significant, the results still show that pre-trained word embeddings do not
outperform the distributional approach. The results are discussed and analysed in
Chapter 6. Chapter 7 summarises the thesis.
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2. Background

2.1. Particle Verbs

Particle verbs (PVs) are a kind of multi-word expression consisting of a verb and a
particle. The verb is called base verb (BV) or simplex verb, and the particle can
be a preposition or an adverb.

In German, the particle is seperable from the verb. Seperable means that it can
be attached to it as a prefix (as in Example 2.1), or be separate from the verb.
This depends on aspects like tense, voice, or the type of clause (Schottmüller and
Nivre, 2014). The variation is even more increased by the high level of word
order freedom in German, which can cause the particle to be far away from the
base verb in a sentence.

Not separated particle:
German: Das sollte eigentlich kleiner aussehen.
Gloss: This should actually smaller look out.
English: This was supposed to look smaller.

Example 2.1.: Example of a not separated particle verb.

Separated particle:
German: Es sieht aus, als ob es regnet.
Gloss: It looks out, as if it rains.
English: It looks like it’s raining.
German: Die Krone sieht wirklich klasse aus.
Gloss: The crown looks really good out.
English: The crown looks really good.

Example 2.2.: Examples of a separated particle verb.

The German particle verb aussehen (to look), for example, can appear in a
sentence as sieht aus (looks), as in Example 2.2. Even though the particle can be
far away from the base verb, this can only happen in a main clause and in certain
conjugations. The particle appears at the end of the main clause.

The issue of separated and not separated particle verbs can cause some diffi-
culties for NLP applications. Separated PVs need to be tagged properly, which is
often done using a special tag for the particle. If syntactic connections are marked
in parsing, then the particle is often connected to the verb. The verb, however, is
rarely marked as belonging to a particle. An even bigger issue, however, are the
not separated PVs. They appear as regular verbs and are also tagged as such. Thus,
they are indistinguishable from other verbs, and there is no connection between a
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separated particle verb and its unseparated form. This skews information like fre-
quency, which can influence applications like machine translation or information
retrieval. This is especially important for a language like German, which has high
morphological variation anyway.

2.2. Compositionality

Particle verbs can have varying degrees of compositionality. Compositionality
describes how much meaning a whole word or expression gets from its parts:
a fully compositional particle verb is directly derived from its components, the
particle and the verb: ausgehen (to go out) includes meaning from both the base
verb gehen (go), as well as the particle aus (out), and in both expressions going is
what is actually happening.

On the other end of the spectrum, particle verbs are opaque, which means
that the meaning of the particle verb cannot be predicted from the base verb, as
its meaning consists of more than the sum of its parts: umkommen (to die), for
example, has nothing to do with kommen (to come) or um (over). As composi-
tionality is a spectrum, there are a lot of particle verbs that lie in the middle and
are neither fully opaque nor compositional (Bott and Schulte im Walde, 2014a).

An additional complication is that there can be different meanings or word
senses to one particle verb, and they can vary in their compositionality (Bott and
Schulte im Walde, 2014a). Ausgehen as in Example 2.3, meaning "Let’s go out
tonight", is less opaque than the same word in the sentence "The lights just went
out", because the lights didn’t actually go anywhere, they are just off.

More Compositional
German: Lass uns heute Abend ausgehen.
Gloss: Let us this evening go out.
English: Let’s go out tonight.
Less Compositional
German: Das Licht ist gerade ausgegangen.
Gloss: The light is just went out.
English: The lights just went out.

Example 2.3.: Examples of varying compositionality.

This is connected to literal and non-literal use of particle verbs, as composition-
ality cannot coexist with non-literal usage. Non-literal usage indicates a meaning
shift, e.g. additional meaning to the basic meaning of the words. Thus, non-literal
particle verbs are automatically non-compositional (Köper and Schulte im Walde,
2016). This can be seen in Example 2.4, where ausmalen in a literal context is
also very compositional, whereas the non-literal context is less compositional.

2.3. Distributional Similarity

Compositionality (and also often literal usage) is mostly detected and predicted
through distributional similarity. The distributional hypothesis relies on the notion
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Literal/more Compositional
German: Das Buch enthält auch Seiten zum Ausmalen.
Gloss: The book contains also pages to draw out.
English: The book also has pages to colour in.
Non-literal/less Compositional
German: Wir haben uns immer ausgemalt, wie schön das sein würde.
Gloss: We have us always drawn out how nice that be would.
English: We used to imagine how nice that would be.

Example 2.4.: Examples of compositional and literal use.

that semantically similar words tend to occur in semantically similar contexts, so
if a base verb and a particle verb are very similar in meaning, they will also have
similar contexts (Sahlgren, 2006).

Distributional similarity can be measured with the Word-Space Model. In this
model, semantic similarity is represented as context vectors in high-dimensional
spaces, where high proximity means high similarity (Sahlgren, 2006). This is
mostly done by looking at context windows of different sizes and how similar they
are for different words. If the distributional similarity is high for base verb and
particle verb, then it is very likely that the particle verb is compositional/literal.
This can be seen in these example sentences:

German: Die Lampe leuchtet hell im Dunkeln.
English: The lamp shines bright in the dark.
German: Es wird vom hellen Licht der Lampe angeleuchtet.
Gloss: It is by the bright light of the lamp lit on.
English: It is illuminated by the bright light of the lamp.

Example 2.5.: Examples for co-occurence matrix.

To determine the distributional similarity, the words are collected in a matrix of
co-occurence counts. In order to make the co-occurence matrix, an empty matrix
of all the (content) words is made, which is then filled with each occurrence of
such a word. So if one of these words is found, the corresponding index in the
matrix is increased by 1, which will result in a matrix like Table 2.1.

Co-occurrents
Verbs Lampe hell Dunkel Licht
leuchten 1 1 1 0
anleuchten 1 1 0 1

Table 2.1.: Example of a co-occurence matrix.

Then, in order to find out how similar the two context vectors are, the cosine
angle or cosine similarity between the vectors is calculated. The cosine of two
vectors that are exactly the same is 1, and two vectors that are directly opposed
have a similarity of -1. As we only work with positive vectors, the cosine similarity
can be between 0 and 1. A cosine similarity close to 0 indicates very low similarity
between the vectors, and thus the context of the verbs. This means that the verb
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pair is not very similar, so the particle verb is probably less compositional. If the
cosine similarity is close to 1, the vectors and thus the context is very similar,
which means that the PV is more compositional.

2.4. Word Embeddings

Introduction to Word Embeddings While distributional similarity measures the
similarity based on words or lemmas and calculates the similarity based on word
vectors made with co-occurrence counts, it is limited by its word-based approach:
the verbs "buy" and "purchase" are synonyms, but this is not reflected in their
representation in the distributional approach.

One way to account for this limitation are word embeddings. Instead of measur-
ing the distance or similarity of word vectors, this approach aims to capture the
different dimensions of similarity between words and their vectors. This is based
on the notion that words can have multiple degrees of similarity (Mikolov et al.,
2013). To capture these, word embeddings use neural networks.

Popular Embedding Algorithms Mikolov et al., 2013 developed word2vec, which
has two approaches to learning word embeddings: the first one is a continuous
bag-of-words model, so called because the order of the words is not influential.
They remove the hidden layer in the neural network and share the projection
layer for all vectors, so all words get projected into the same position. As shown
in Figure 2.1, the surrounding words are used to predict the target word. The
second approach is called continuous skip-gram model and mirrors the previous
approach. Instead of using the context to predict a word, the word is already
known and the context is predicted (Figure 2.1).

Figure 2.1.: Word embedding model architectures (Mikolov et al., 2013).
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The resulting word vectors can be used to find very subtle semantic relationships,
such as opposites, comparisons or past tense. Another typical example is the capital
city of a country: When given the relationship of France to Paris, it can be found
out that a corresponding pair would be Germany-Berlin.

Another popular model is GloVe (Global Vectors) by Pennington et al., 2014.
It captures the relationship between words by studying the ratio of their co-
occurrence probabilities.

Distributional Similarity vs Word Embeddings Word embedding models consistently
outperform simple distributional similarity models, even while the distributional
models are carefully tuned and the predictive word embeddings simply run with
default parameters. This was tested for benchmarks like semantic relatedness,
synonym detection, or concept categorisation (Baroni et al., 2014).

However, when taking all parameters and hyperparameters (parameters in-
cluded in the algorithm) into account, Levy et al., 2015 found that the choice and
tuning of parameters is often more important than choices between embedding
algorithms or distributional similarity algorithms, even more important than more
data sometimes. The algorithms’ hyperparameters are divided into three types:

• pre-processing hyperparameters affecting the input data

• association metric hyperparameters defining how word-context interactions
are calculated

• post-processing hyperparameters modifying the resulting vectors

word2vec and other embedding methods use dynamic context windows to
collect their word vectors (Levy et al., 2015). This is part of the pre-processing
hyperparameters. Traditional distributional models use un-weighted context win-
dows of the same size, which doesn’t take into account that words appearing
closer to the target word could be more important, and should thus be weighted
more strongly than words further away from the target word. Both word2vec and
GloVe use dynamic context windows, although some of the traditional count-
based methods also experimented with them.

Another pre-processing hyperparameter is called subsampling. This is used to
exclude very frequent words by removing them from the corpus before calcula-
tions are done. By doing this in pre-processing, the context window can now reach
words further away from the target word that would otherwise have been outside
the context window (Levy et al., 2015). While removing function words or stop
words is often done in the more traditional approach as well, it is usually only done
when calculating the vectors, not in pre-processing, which does not result in the
advantage of increasing the context window’s range. The same results is achieved
by delecting rare words, another hyperparameter applied in pre-processing by
word2vec (Levy et al., 2015).

One of the association metric hyperparameters of word2vec is context distribu-
tion smoothing. For this, contexts are sampled according to a smoothed unigram
distribution. This decreases the impact of rare words left in the corpus (Levy
et al., 2015).

The output of both distributional approaches and word embeddings are context
vectors, but these vectors are further processed in many embedding algorithms.
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One of these post-processing hyperparameters is adding context vectors to the
word vectors, so that the representation of the target word consists of both the
word and the context vector (Levy et al., 2015). This results in a combination
of two different kinds of similarity when comparing the vectors of two words:
the second-order similarity can measure how replaceable the two words are,
depending on how frequently they appear in similar contexts - just like in tradi-
tional methods. The first-order similarity adds another dimension of similarity: It
measures how often one word appears in the context of the other word.

Another post-processing hyperparameter is vector normalisation, where either
the rows of the vector, the columns, or both are normalised (Levy et al., 2015).

This means that word embeddings are not necessarily inherently better than dis-
tributional similarity models, as they include many hyperparameters that can also
be applied to distributional approaches, and performance depends on application
and parameter settings.
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3. Related Work

3.1. Particle Verbs in English

One of the first experiments on compositionality of English particle verbs was
done by McCarthy et al., 2003. In order to find out where these particle verbs
are on a continuum of compositionality, they look at the neighbours of the base
verb and compare it to the neighbour of the particle verb. They evaluate their
findings by comparing them to human judgements on compositionality. They
use various measures to compare the nearest neighbours of both base verb and
particle verb, like the rank of the base verb in the top 50 nearest neighbours
of the particle verb, and several different measures of the overlap between BV
and PV neighbours, sometimes using the particle and sometimes not. According
to McCarthy et al., 2003 there is a significant relationship between the human
compsoitionality judgements and some measures. However, just for the overlap
between the BV and the PV neighbours there was only a significant relationship
for the 30 nearest neighbours. They concluded that this was due to the large scope
of open class neighbours, and also that the particle added some meaning - this is
supported by the experiment where they removed the particle, which had better
results.

3.2. Particle Verbs in German

The group of Sabine Schulte im Walde has worked extensively on German
particle verbs and their compositionality. The methods adapted in this thesis are
mostly based on Bott and Schulte im Walde, 2014a. In order to investigate the
degree of compositionality of PVs they use distributional information, as well as
additional features like parts of speech, term weighting, or the ambiguity of the
particle verb. Furthermore, they experiment with using only content words in
the context, changing the size of the context window, and investigating the role
of the frequency of the PV. In order to predict compositionality, they calculate
vectors for each PV and its BV, and then take the cosine angle between the two
vectors. These cosine values are then ranked and used to predict an order of
compositionality for the PVs. This ranking process needs to be done because
distributional models can predict the measure of similarity between context
vectors, but not the degree of compositionality as a value that corresponds to a
gold standard value. Thus, the results are ranked and the correlation to a ranking
of gold standard ratings is calculated in order to compare the two.

Bott and Schulte im Walde, 2014a found that restricting the context to content
words is highly effective, term weighting is influential, and that predicting compo-
sitionality for unambiguous PVs is easier. Surprisingly, high-frequent PVs are not
easier to predict than others. They conclude that the compositionality of PVs can
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be calculated using lexical information from the contexts of PV and corresponding
BV, without using syntactic information (Bott and Schulte im Walde, 2014a).

Köper and Schulte im Walde, 2016 present a random forest classifier that
identifies whether a PV is used literally or non-literally in a dataset, demonstrating
that semantically similar particle verbs and base verbs can predict literal or non-
literal use. As explained before, compositionality and literal use are strongly
connected.

In their approach they use a bag-of-words model using unigrams, and perform
noun generalisation due to data sparsity. Other features are affective ratings that
measure abstractness and concreteness, and the distributional similarity of PV and
BV.

To find out the influence of the particle on literal use, they perform their
experiments in two modes: one that includes the particle as a feature, and one
that does not include the particle (Köper and Schulte im Walde, 2016). This
makes it possible to identify how the particle influences literal or non-literal use.
In order to compare non-literality across particles, they compare particle verbs
that had the same base verb but different particles. Their results indicate that
meaning shifts across PVs with the same particles are quite regular, especially if the
particles have similar senses, like vor (before/in front of) and nach (after/behind).

They conclude that PVs with particles that share aspects of ambiguity and
incorporate semantically related BVs seem to undergo similar meaning shifts
(Köper and Schulte im Walde, 2016).

3.3. Syntactic Features

Bott and Schulte im Walde, 2015 build on their previous work on compositionality
and try to include syntactic features into their model. They base this on the
"syntactic transfer problem", which describes that PV-BV pairs can be highly
compositional and semantically similar, but can still differ in their syntax. Bott
and Schulte im Walde, 2014b define syntactic transfer as regular changes in
subcategorisation frames of PVs and corresponding BVs. For example, there can
be argument extension or argument incorporation in the transfer from BV to PV:
the particle verb extends the arguments that the base verb has, or it incorporates
them. Bott and Schulte im Walde, 2015 hypothesise that by predicting the
syntactic transfer they would be able to indicate semantic transparency. To build a
model of syntactic transfer, they use a pre-processing step measuring the syntactic
slot correspondence, and compare the values for PV and BV, measuring the
transfer strength in a confidence measure in another step. To account for data
sparsity, they use three generalisation techniques.

They evaluate their results against three gold standards:

• a gold standard consisting of 99 PVs across 11 different particles

• a gold standard of 354 particle verbs across 11 particles, the same as in the
GS above

• 150 PVs that were selected from the second gold standard after very fre-
quent and infrequent PV as well a prefixed verbs were removed
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The best results of this comparison were obtained when evaluated against
the third gold standard, probably because it did not include very frequent or
infrequent verbs. The problem with infrequent words is data sparsity, and very
frequent words tend to be more ambiguious (Bott and Schulte im Walde, 2015).

Against expectations, the syntactic features did not outperform the simple
bag-of-words model for context windows. Apparently, even though the context
windows are a simple approach, they carry a lot of salient information and are
robust against low frequency and ambiguity (Bott and Schulte im Walde, 2015).
The main problem seems to be data sparsity, resulting in a need for much more
data to make the syntactic approach work, compared to the window based
approach.
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4. Methodology

For a comparison between a simple distributional model and pre-trained word
embeddings, most of our features for the distributional model were chosen based
on Bott and Schulte im Walde, 2014a.

4.1. Data

Training Data The data for calculating the distributional similarity and frequency
measures is taken from the annual shared task of machine translation1. It consists
of web-crawled news data from the years 2007 to 2014, consisting of ca. 125
million sentences in total. There is one sentence per line, which we parsed using
BitPar (Schmid, 2004).

Evaluation Data The gold standard used is GhoSt-PV by Bott et al., 2016, a
collection of 400 German particle verbs with human ratings on compositionality.
The verbs are balanced over three frequency bands: high, middle, and low. The
PVs have different frequency and ambiguity levels and have 11 different particles:
ab, an, auf, aus, durch, ein, nach, um, unter, zu, über.

It is almost impossible to find an accurate translation for the particles on their
own - while all of them exist as prepositions, they have multiple meanings, and
can change meaning when added to verbs. Table 4.1 is a non-exhaustive list of
possible translations.

ab an auf aus durch ein nach um unter zu über
off on on out through in after round under towards above
down at open from by on to again among to about
away up of between over over

Table 4.1.: Translations of particles.

The human ratings were done by native German speakers, on average 16.14
raters per word. Compositionality was rated on a scale from 1 to 7, with 7
being the most compositional. As the particle verbs have different levels of
ambiguity, the verbs were presented without context. This means that PVs with
different degrees of compositionality for different word senses still only get one
rating, and it is not discernible for which sense the human provided the rating, a
problem recognised by Bott et al., 2016. The gold standard includes the following
information:

• PV lemma

• Harmonic mean of PV corpus frequencies across four corpora

1http://www.statmt.org/wmt15/.
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• The PV frequency band (low, mid, high)

• The PV level of ambiguity (ambiguities of 1, 2, 3 or greater than 3)

• The number of human ratings for the PV

• The mean compositionality rating for each PV

• The standard deviation of ratings among raters, as a measure of agreement

• The proportions of syntactically separated and syntactically non-separated
appearances of the PV

4.2. Distributional Features

The distributional similarity of 100 particle verbs is calculated with different
context windows, and the cosine similarity is calculated and compared to the gold
standard. Only particle verbs with one word sense were chosen for our experiment,
as it makes comparison clearer and avoids the rating ambiguity mentioned by Bott
et al., 2016. Furthermore, it is expected that the context for verbs with one word
sense is easier to generalise. From the 141 verbs with one word sense, 100 were
chosen to reduce the running time.

The calculation of the distributional similarity was done in three steps:

• The particle verbs are extracted according to their particle.

• The PV/BV pairs are collected from the lemmatised data.

• A sparse matrix is built for each pair and the cosine similarity between PV
and BV is calculated. In oder to be able to compare these values, they are
ranked according to the cosine similarity.

As the news data only contains tags for particles, not for particle verbs, the
data has to be extracted according to particles. As the distributional similarity
should be calculated on lemmatised data, to avoid losing tokens to morphological
variation, all the sentences containing particles found in the parsed news data are
then extracted from the lemmatised data. This results in one file with lemmatised
sentences for each particle. This adds some running time to the algorithm, but
using lemmatised data is a crucial step, as without it the number of sentences
would be greatly reduced. In German, morphological richness is very high, so
using lemmatised data makes a big difference in terms of data size.

In order to calculate distributional similarity, we need to collect sentences of
both the particle verb and the base verb. To do that, two steps are necessary: In
a first step, all the base verbs and not separated particle verbs are found with a
simple string match in the lemmatised data, and this data is then cleaned in a
second step.

Then, however, there is the problem of separated PVs. These are not marked
as particle verbs, and so they will simply appear in the collection of base verbs:
A sentence that contains frieren (freeze) could be an instance of the base verb,
or actually the particle verb zufrieren (freeze over), where the zu appears several
words after the verb. In order to distinguish the real base verbs from the separated
particle verbs, we went through the base verb file in the second step and looked
for sentences with these characteristics: If there is a particle after the verb, but
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before punctuation or und (and). These new PVs are then added to the file of
particle verbs, and the unseparated particle verb is concatenated. The context
window for these concatenated verbs is then defined around this verb, while the
original particle is not taken into account.

The base verb file is also checked for particle verbs that are not the correspond-
ing PV. For example, in the file for the base verb frieren there can be instances
of zufrieren, but there could also be separated particle verbs with other particles,
like einfrieren (freeze) or festfrieren (freeze to). The file is thus checked for other
particle verbs. However, due to the high productivity of PVs and the number
of possible particles, this is only done for the 11 particles present in the gold
standard.

With these sentences, a sparse matrix is built. This works very similarly to the
co-occurrence matrix described in Table 2.1, only with mostly zeroes as entries.
From the lemmatised data a big dictionary with content words2 is made, which
serves as a frame for the matrix: all columns are the content words from the
dictionary, while the rows are the particle verb and the base verb. As it is a sparse
matrix, most of its entries are zero. In order to calculate the context of PV and
BV, a context window of each sentence is taken into account. These windows
range from 5 to 30 words. Whenever a word from the dictionary of content words
is encountered, 1 is added to the corresponding index in the matrix. In the case
that a word appears multiple times, 1 is added each time.

In the end, the cosine similarity is calculated between the first row, which is the
vector for the particle verb, and the second row, the base verb vector. The cosine
similarity is calculated using TF-IDF term-weighting. The similarity values for all
100 verb pairs are then ranked, and the rank order correlation between the two
ranks is calculated with Spearman’s correlation coefficient (Siegel and Castellan,
1988). In order to to account for data sparsity and frequency imbalance, other
features are added and the verbs are clustered and ranked again. These clusters
compared the PVs according to three frequency based patterns:

The first cluster compared the 10 most frequent particle verbs with the 10
least frequent according to PV frequency, not BV frequency. This is due to the
fact that particle verbs are genereally less frequent than base verbs. The second
cluster is a comparison according to frequency balance: 10 verbs were selected
where the frequency of the particle verb was very similar to that of the base
verb. The comparison then included verbs where one of the two, mostly the BV,
occured a lot more than the corresponding verb. The third cluster tries to show
the difference in frequency between the two verbs of a pair. It includes 10 pairs
where the particle verb occured more than the base verb, and 10 pairs where it is
the other way around and the base verb is more frequent than the particle verb.

4.3. Word Embeddings

In order to calculate the similarity based on word embeddings, we use pre-trained
German word embeddings trained on Wikipedia data. The model uses a skip-gram

2 nouns, attributive adjectives, adverbial adjectives, verbs including auxiliaries, reflexive and
irreflexive personal pronouns.
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model that also includes representations as bag-of-character n-grams for each
word, resulting in 300-dimensional vectors (Bojanowski et al., 2017).

Due to the nature of pre-trained word embeddings, a careful selection of the
sentences used for calculating the embedding was not possible here. That means
we have no control over the verbs used for calculating the vectors, so the base
verb vector could also include separated particle verbs.

The method here is very simple: the pre-trained vectors for each verb pair were
extracted and the cosine similarity calculated with TF-IDF-weighting. If either
PV or BV were not present in the data, the pair was excluded. Finally, the values
were ranked.
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5. Results

For the distributional similarity approach, we performed experiments with 6
different context window sizes, ranging from 5 to 30 words. The results are shown
in Table 5.1.

The results of the experiment for distributional similarity are overall not signifi-
cant: in order to be statistically significant, the correlation would need to reach
more than 0.3 for 100 pairs. Term-weighting with TF-IDF improves the rank
correlation slightly, so we applied it in all experiments.

It can be seen in Table 5.1 that the context window does influence the results,
although to a very small extent. The best results were achieved for a context
window of 15 and 25 words.

The correlation between the pre-trained word embeddings could only be done
for 93 verbs, as 7 were not present in the word embedding data. This was not
better than the simple distributional similarity, even resulted in a lower correlation
coefficient than the lowest result for the distributional similarity.

Context Window rank correlation
5 0.1457
10 0.1502
15 0.1607
20 0.1593
25 0.1598
30 0.1576
pre-trained WE 0.1281

Table 5.1.: Spearman’s rank order correlation coefficient.

Additional Experiments Several Experiments using the PV and BV frequency in
our data set were done. In order to account for varying frequency in the data,
another column containing the frequency value of the verb in the data was added
to the matrix before calculating the cosine similarity. However, this was not
successful, even resulting in a negative correlation at -0.004 rank order correlation
for a context window of 15 words.

The results are worse than expected after the successful experiments by Bott
and Schulte im Walde, 2014a and others. To find out why, further experiments
were done.

In these experiments we calculated the rank order correlation of certain clusters.
We suspected that the frequency of our data was the cause, and thus clustered
according to different frequency comparisons. The results for the clusters are
shown in Table 5.5.

Firstly, we compare the 10 most frequent particle verbs with the 10 least
frequent ones. Generally, the base verb is more frequent than the particle verb,
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thus we used PV frequency here to get the highest frequency overall. However,
for the low frequency verbs, the base verb can still have relatively high frequency.
The verb pairs for this cluster are shown in Table 5.2, translations can be found in
the appendix.

most frequent least frequent
auswirken/wirken ausmauern/mauern
absegnen/segnen aufstufen/stufen
abwählen/wählen anfärben/färben
aufhorchen/horchen durchseihen/seihen
ankämpfen/kämpfen durchkriechen/kriechen
durchwinken/winken nachfließen/fließen
einläuten/läuten nachwürzen/würzen
einschwören/schwören unterkriechen/kriechen
nachzahlen/zahlen zumischen/mischen
zuschicken/schicken zuspringen/springen

Table 5.2.: Verb pairs for cluster most/least frequent.

As there can be a great difference of several thousand sentences between PV
frequency and BV frequency, we also clustered according to balanced versus
skewed frequency, as shown in Table 5.3. Balanced frequency means that PV and
BV occur similarily often, whereas in the skewed frequency cluster either PV or
BV (though mostly BV) has much higher frequency.

balanced frequency skewed requency
aushorchen/horchen zuspringen/springen
absegnen/segnen ausmauern/mauern
aufbrühen/brühen aufstufen/stufen
durchseihen/seihen anfärben/färben
einläuten/läuten durchseihen/seihen
einschiffen/schiffen durchkriechen/kriechen
umdisponieren/disponieren nachfließen/fließen
umquartieren/quartieren nachwürzen/würzen
überstülpen/stülpen unterkriechen/kriechen
zufrieren/frieren zumischen/mischen

Table 5.3.: Verb pairs for cluster balanced/skewed frequency

Lastly, we clustered according to frequency difference, which indicates whether
the PV or the BV is more frequent in the data. This was done because base verbs
are usually more frequent than the corresponding particle verb, which could
influence the results. The verb pairs are shown in Table 5.4.

The results for the cluster most/least frequent show that the most frequent
verbs have a higher correlation than the least frequent ones, although it is still not
significant. The balanced/skewed cluster was the least successful one. While it
shows that skewed frequency performs poorly, as it results in a negative correlation,
the value for balanced frequency is also not significant and additionally a lot lower
than the others.
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PV more BV more
abkapseln/kapseln abkehren/kehren
anbändeln/bändeln anleuchten/leuchten
anfeinden/feinden anprobieren/probieren
angurten/gurten aufsparen/sparen
anöden/öden aufsperren/sperren
aufbahren/bahren auswürfeln/würfeln
aussöhnen/söhnen durchhängen/hängen
einloggen/loggen durchzählen/zählen
eingravieren/gravieren einsitzen/sitzen
nachäffen/äffen nachreichen/reichen

Table 5.4.: Verb pairs for cluster more frequent PV/BV

most frequent least frequent
0.2364 0.1515
balanced frequency skewed frequency
0.0667 -0.1879
PV more BV more
0.4545 0.1373

Table 5.5.: Rank order correlation of clusters with 10 verbs each.

The most successful cluster is, surprisingly, the one that only accounts for the
frequency difference between PV and BV: When clustered according to higher PV
frequency than BV frequency, the correlation reaches 0.45. This value is still not
significant for a sample size of 10, but higher than the ones for the other clusters.
More importantly, it shows a bigger difference in the comparison, indicating that
higher PV frequency could be more important for calculating cosine similarity
than higher BV frequency. This can also explain the bad results we got for ranking
the 100 verbs, as for most the BV frequency is higher.
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6. Discussion

The distributional similarity approach has been done before with much better
results. A possible reason for that are differences in data or data size, or the fact
that we only used verbs with one word sense to cut down on running time. A
direct comparison between word embeddings and distributional similarity on this
particular topic is nevertheless interesting. In this discussion we identify some of
the shortcomings of our methodology and data and how they could be improved.

When looking at the cosine similarity and the gold standard ratings, it is apparent
that there are often very small or no differences between the values: for example,
there are four verbs in the gold standard with a mean rating of 4.00, and then
five more with a rating between 4.01 and 4.10. This means that there are already
nine entries in the gold standard that vary in a range of 0.1. Whether a difference
this small is even noticeable for humans is debatable. In the ranking, however,
these will account for nine different ranks, which makes the neglectable difference
between them suddenly more important.

6.1. Distributional Similarity

In order to find out why some of the cosine similarities are so different compared
to the gold standard, the data for each verb pair is analysed, using values for a
context window of 15.

In some instances, for example durchseihen (strain), there was simply not
enough data. There are only 16 sentences for the PV and 42 for the BV, which
is not enough to accurately calculate the distributional similarity. According to
the gold standard, the compositionality rating is 5.25, which is rather high. In
our experiment, however, durchseihen is with 0.139 cosine similarity the lowest
verb. There is also a larger distance to the next verb in the ranking, which
makes it exceptionally low. When looking at the data, the contexts for seihen and
durchseihen are actually very similar: it mainly concerns cooking, rarely business.
However, there are a lot of different content words regarding cooking, and so the
few instances are not enough to give an accurate comparison. Some data is also
lost due to mistakes, like a misspelling of seien (were) as seihen, which has a big
impact in a dataset so small.

German: In einen Topf seihen, Fett abschöpfen.
English: Filter into a pot, skim the fat.
German: Einige Male aufkochen, durchseihen und kalt stellen.
English: Boil a couple of times, strain and keep in a cool place.

Example 6.1.: Example sentences for durchseihen-seihen.
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It also seems to be enough if only one verb has a very small data set: zumischen
(to add to a mix) and mischen (mix) are very similar and thus have a rating of 5.00
in the gold standard, however only 0.31 in our experiment. While for mischen
there are over 30 000 instances, zumischen only has 77 instances, which is also too
little.

It works similarly the other way round: anbändeln (flirt) has a gold standard
rating of 2.93, but only 0.29 cosine similarity in our experiments. While these
numbers are at least more similar, the cosine similarity is still too low. Anbändeln
occurs around 200 times, but the base verb bändeln (no translation) only has 20
sentences in the data set. Bändeln is not a frequently used word, if it is a proper
word at all. This explains why it doesn’t occur a lot. Some of the 20 sentences
are, in fact, anbändeln with unusual or ungrammatical sentence structure or no
punctuation.

On the other hand, there are some verbs where our values seem too high:
abwählen (de-elect) has a rating of 5.60, but in our experiments it reaches the
second highest value with 0.96. A cosine similarity this high means that there is
almost no difference in the context of the two verbs. While the particle verb is
certainly very compositional, in the gold standard the rating is not nearly as high.
Semantically abwählen is an antonym of wählen (elect). However, just because
the meaning is the opposite, doesn’t have to mean the context is different. When
looking at the data set, it is apparent that the contexts for PV and BV are very
similar. In fact, in around 170 sentences both PV and BV occur, so they have
exactly the same context.

German: Es wird nicht die neue Regierung gewählt, sondern die alte
Regierung abgewählt.

English: The new government isn’t elected, the old government is
de-elected.

Example 6.2.: Example sentences for abwählen-wählen.

The verb with the highest similarity in our experiments is abmühen (struggle)
with a value of 0.98. In the gold standard, however, the rating is only 2.77. In this
instance, we don’t really see why the rating is so low, as the PV means exactly
the same as the BV mühen (struggle), the particle only adds more intensity. This
can also be seen in our data, where the contexts for both are very similar, and in
most instances the PV and BV are actually interchangeable without changing the
meaning of the sentence.

German: Barack Obama muss sich mit der Finanzkrise abmühen.
English: Barack Obama has to struggle with the financial crisis.
German: Barack Obama und John McCain mühen sich,

den Wählern Kompetenz und Weitsicht zu vermitteln.
English: Barack Obama and John McCain are struggling

to convey competence and vision to voters.

Example 6.3.: Example sentences for abmühen-mühen.
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This is similar for durchplanen (plan out), which has a rating of 5.20 and a
similarity of 0.96 in our experiment. While the base verb planen means "plan", the
particle adds the meaning of "in every small detail". So while the particle certainly
adds some meaning, this is not really reflected in the context. The phrase bis ins
(letzte) Detail (up to the (last) detail) actually often occurs with the particle verb.
However, it can just as easily accompany the base verb to convey the same notion.
This is shown in our data set, where the noun Detail occurs 72 times in the PV
data and 1050 times in the BV data (which is also significantly larger).

German: Der Abend ist bis in Detail durchgeplant.
English: The evening is planned out to the detail.
German: Beatrices öffentlicher Auftritt ist bis ins kleinste Detail geplant.
English: Beatrice’s public appearance is planned to the smallest detail.

Example 6.4.: Example sentences for durchplanen-planen.

The second lowest in the gold standard is aussöhnen (to reconcile), which
achieves a cosine similarity of 0.59. This verb pair has a similar issue as mentioned
before for bändeln, where the base verb is not really a proper German verb.
Söhnen (*to son) only occurs 24 times, but most instances are actually the PV with
ungrammatical sentence structure or punctuation, and some are the noun Söhne
(sons) in accusative without capitalisation. The reason for this is an etymological
error, as the particle verb is not aus plus söhnen, but historically has been aus plus
sühnen (atone). This example shows that the web-crawled news data is somewhat
noisy.

6.2. Pre-trained Word Embeddings

As we use pre-trained word embeddings, we had no influence on any parameter or
hyperparameters, which is already a disadvantage compared to the distributional
approach, where we selected features and built the pipeline. This can certainly
explain why the results were not better than any of our results for distributional
similarity.

However, not only did we select the features for our calculations, we also pre-
processed the data carefully. While there are surely erroneous sentences in our
small data sets for each verb, like ungrammatical sentences or missing punctuation,
most of the data is a correct representation of each verb: we distinguish between
separated and not separated particle verbs and collect them differently. We also
filter the base verb data set to only include actual base verbs and not separated
particle verbs with the corresponding or different particles.

With the pre-trained embeddings, only the word is available as information.
Almost certainly the data has not been pre-processed for something like particle
verbs. Thus, the word vectors for particle verbs are probably only trained on not
separated PVs. This is not necessarily a problem, as it only results in less data.
However, the word representation is then only trained on any occurrence of the
base verb, which could very likely be a separated PV: an instance of frieren (freeze)
could have particles like zu, fest, durch, an, ein later in the sentence.
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For most applications, the semantic differences are presumably conveyed im-
plictitly in the representation. This can be enough in many cases, even though it
could be benificial to take differences like these into account. In our case, however,
where we directly compare the vectors for BV and PV, all these instances of
particles in the BV data set can make a big difference, as they skew the vector
representation.

In order to find out whether and how this misrepresentation influences the
embeddings, we would need to train our own embeddings on the pre-processed
data sets. This would help to figure out how much the representation is changed by
the particle verbs in the BV data set and hopefully improve the results. However,
there is not enough data for each verb to do that. Word embeddings need huge
data sets for training, and we would need a lot more data for each of the 100 verb
pairs than we have now.
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7. Conclusion

In this thesis, we explored the compositionality of German particle verbs using
distributional features and word embeddings. We explained the compositionality
of particle verbs from a linguistic perspective, and how it can be detected with
distributional similarity and word embeddings.

We implemented a simple programme that collects particle verbs and base
verbs from our data set, builds a sparse matrix with their contexts and calculates
the cosine similarity from the context vector. We compared these values to the
cosine similarity of word embedding vectors. Both distributional features and
word embedding values were compared to our gold standard ratings of each
particle verb.

While the results were not statistically significant, they gave some insights into
the limits of our data and the method we chose. Data sparsity was the biggest
problem, as well as methodological limits of the ranking. While rank correlation is
usually used for comparison, in our case the phenomenon is particularly complex.

The most important finding was that while both distributional similarity and
word embeddings did not produce significant results, they were both equally
unsuccessful. This shows that a simple word embedding approach cannot easily
compete with a well-tuned distributional approach, especially not for something
as specific as particle verb compositionality.

In the future, experiments with much bigger data sets would be interesting.
This would allow to train word embeddings on the same carefully selected data
for the verb pairs, which would allow for a more equal comparison. However, as
particle verbs can be very rare, a huge amount of data would be needed. Thus,
particle verbs could remain a challenge for NLP for some time, even with new
methods like word embeddings.
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A. Full Results and Translations

Verb 5 10 15 20 25 30 pre-trained
anbaggern 0.7286 0.7786 0.7843 0.7950 0.7966 0.7968 0.8654
anblicken 0.7762 0.8394 0.8534 0.8569 0.8579 0.8582 0.7996
anbändeln 0.2263 0.2840 0.2863 0.2871 0.2868 0.2868 0.8236
anfeinden 0.3127 0.3750 0.3804 0.3834 0.3840 0.3840 0.6409
anfärben 0.3353 0.4077 0.4328 0.4328 0.4328 0.4329 0.7973
angurten 0.4255 0.4669 0.4875 0.4868 0.4847 0.4847 0.8081
anklingen 0.6367 0.7481 0.7737 0.7809 0.7826 0.7829 0.6864
ankratzen 0.6877 0.7708 0.7911 0.7943 0.7957 0.7958 0.7595
ankämpfen 0.8972 0.9277 0.9339 0.9358 0.9364 0.9364 0.7486
anleuchten 0.7388 0.8222 0.8432 0.8465 0.8476 0.8477 0.7916
anprobieren 0.8043 0.8466 0.8562 0.8590 0.8592 0.8592 0.7634
anöden 0.4321 0.4265 0.4619 0.4621 0.4607 0.4607 0.5923
aufbahren 0.3041 0.3644 0.4109 0.4420 0.4371 0.4372 0.5425
aufbrühen 0.6362 0.6635 0.6635 0.6612 0.6608 0.6608 0.8089
aufhorchen 0.2843 0.3821 0.4073 0.4138 0.4154 0.4157 0.6077
auflachen 0.6444 0.7496 0.7730 0.7815 0.7823 0.7830 0.4499
aufsparen 0.6549 0.7235 0.7393 0.7436 0.7452 0.7453 0.7114
aufsperren 0.7516 0.7944 0.8015 0.8039 0.8049 0.8048 0.7168
aufsprengen 0.7414 0.7879 0.8023 0.8063 0.8066 0.8066 0.6561
aufstufen 0.3952 0.4910 0.5144 0.5239 0.5249 0.5249 -
auftreffen 0.7556 0.8126 0.8256 0.8276 0.8279 0.8279 0.4827
ausgreifen 0.7686 0.8362 0.8485 0.8510 0.8514 0.8520 0.5035
aushorchen 0.7122 0.7765 0.7902 0.7919 0.7930 0.7950 0.7684
auslernen 0.8684 0.8909 0.8969 0.8979 0.8990 0.8991 -
ausmauern 0.6835 0.7285 0.7395 0.7378 0.7395 0.7401 0.7448
aussäen 0.7269 0.7865 0.7979 0.7998 0.7997 0.7996 0.6379
aussühnen 0.4845 0.5828 0.5943 0.5963 0.5962 0.5968 0.6457
auswirken 0.5126 0.5821 0.6012 0.6056 0.6067 0.6069 0.5148
auswürfeln 0.4537 0.5204 0.5294 0.5301 0.5294 0.5302 0.7495
überbleiben 0.8356 0.8808 0.8859 0.8867 0.8867 0.8867 0.6079
überstülpen 0.7930 0.8541 0.8667 0.8707 0.8711 0.8711 0.8151

Table A.1.: Results for all 100 verbs for different context windows and pre-trained word
embeddings.
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Verb 5 10 15 20 25 30 pre-trained
abfischen 0.7497 0.8002 0.8121 0.8141 0.8141 0.8139 0.7520
abkapseln 0.8145 0.8402 0.8347 0.8313 0.8390 0.8430 0.7648
abkehren 0.6934 0.7711 0.7874 0.7923 0.7936 0.7937 0.5905
abmähen 0.9828 0.9777 0.9769 0.9776 0.9777 0.9777 0.6394
abrasieren 0.8685 0.9061 0.9134 0.9140 0.9148 0.9148 0.8153
absegnen 0.6817 0.7416 0.7549 0.7581 0.7588 0.7587 0.5786
abtrotzen 0.7602 0.8411 0.8568 0.8610 0.8628 0.8631 0.7176
abwählen 0.9479 0.9599 0.9620 0.9623 0.9625 0.9626 0.7446
abzupfen 0.3646 0.4343 0.4551 0.4581 0.4620 0.4620 0.7728
zubinden 0.5981 0.6990 0.7194 0.7237 0.7254 0.7254 0.5567
zufrieren 0.7461 0.7985 0.8071 0.8110 0.8123 0.8126 0.7426
zufüttern 0.8509 0.8626 0.8646 0.8680 0.8676 0.8675 0.8439
zumischen 0.1677 0.2876 0.3140 0.3170 0.3176 0.3179 0.6292
zunicken 0.8191 0.8684 0.8806 0.8811 0.8821 0.8826 -
zurasen 0.8780 0.9193 0.9242 0.9249 0.9254 0.9255 0.6482
zureden 0.6100 0.7113 0.7356 0.7439 0.7459 0.7466 0.5294
zuschicken 0.5725 0.6825 0.7080 0.7139 0.7146 0.7148 0.8057
zuspringen 0.7637 0.8002 0.7960 0.7964 0.7966 0.7966 -
zustürmen 0.8064 0.8550 0.8634 0.8646 0.8648 0.8648 0.7839
unterjubeln 0.7537 0.8224 0.8362 0.8391 0.8401 0.8403 0.6453
unterkriechen 0.7519 0.7881 0.8016 0.8034 0.8038 0.8041 0.7608
unterkriegen 0.3998 0.4918 0.5132 0.5183 0.5197 0.5200 0.7180
untermischen 0.4874 0.5691 0.5984 0.6064 0.6064 0.6093 0.5767
unterschieben 0.7013 0.7804 0.8012 0.8065 0.8074 0.8085 0.7805
unterschlüpfen 0.5236 0.6204 0.6415 0.6459 0.6469 0.6471 0.8472
eingravieren 0.8908 0.9046 0.9111 0.9104 0.9104 0.9101 0.7042
einkleben 0.8453 0.8862 0.8955 0.8968 0.8987 0.8987 0.7937
einloggen 0.8846 0.8836 0.8820 0.8826 0.8828 0.8828 0.7704
einläuten 0.6934 0.7784 0.7970 0.8016 0.8025 0.8028 0.7266
einmieten 0.6942 0.7479 0.7597 0.7616 0.7620 0.7623 0.7795
einrüsten 0.6953 0.7303 0.7445 0.7477 0.7484 0.7485 0.5899
einschiffen 0.7311 0.7535 0.7623 0.7599 0.7607 0.7613 0.8657
einschwören 0.8000 0.8621 0.8699 0.8723 0.8728 0.8728 0.7910
einsitzen 0.8030 0.8598 0.8689 0.8703 0.8712 0.8714 0.4845
einstampfen 0.5483 0.6687 0.6938 0.6987 0.7004 0.7007 0.7439
umdichten 0.8813 0.9080 0.9095 0.9095 0.9103 0.9102 0.5559
umdisponieren 0.5511 0.6424 0.6629 0.6651 0.6665 0.6665 0.8649
umhören 0.4100 0.5167 0.5400 0.5447 0.5457 0.5460 0.6221
umnutzen 0.8377 0.8524 0.8598 0.8596 0.8591 0.8590 0.5884
umpflanzen 0.8961 0.8970 0.9053 0.9069 0.9069 0.9069 0.8508
umpumpen 0.5909 0.6445 0.6481 0.6500 0.6501 0.6501 0.8530
umquartieren 0.2425 0.3287 0.3491 0.3591 0.3591 0.3595 -
umsteuern 0.7212 0.7847 0.7979 0.8005 0.8006 0.8016 0.7924
umtreten 0.6797 0.7762 0.7950 0.7988 0.8013 0.8013 -

Table A.2.: Results for all 100 verbs for different context windows and pre-trained word
embeddings.
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Verb 5 10 15 20 25 30 pre-trained
durchhängen 0.8332 0.8786 0.8931 0.8952 0.8963 0.8963 0.5608
durchkriechen 0.4280 0.5404 0.5753 0.5878 0.5846 0.5843 0.8035
durchnehmen 0.7264 0.7927 0.8056 0.8100 0.8108 0.8107 0.5451
durchplanen 0.9563 0.9599 0.9606 0.9607 0.9608 0.9608 0.6772
durchrechnen 0.8404 0.8779 0.8863 0.8877 0.8883 0.8884 0.6772
durchrosten 0.5330 0.6477 0.6718 0.6795 0.6808 0.6813 0.7192
durchschieben 0.6490 0.7144 0.7319 0.7327 0.7344 0.7345 0.7363
durchseihen 0.1311 0.1422 0.1392 0.1318 0.1315 0.1315 0.7623
durchwinken 0.5778 0.6931 0.7149 0.7197 0.7218 0.7226 0.6095
durchzählen 0.7707 0.8246 0.8355 0.8371 0.8371 0.8373 0.3772
nachdrucken 0.9341 0.9452 0.9500 0.9515 0.9514 0.9515 0.7552
nachfließen 0.5132 0.5668 0.5919 0.5922 0.5924 0.5925 0.7180
nachfordern 0.6464 0.7274 0.7517 0.7545 0.7559 0.7568 0.5987
nachlösen 0.6228 0.6987 0.7070 0.7100 0.7100 0.7101 0.5920
nachpflanzen 0.9282 0.9282 0.9284 0.9288 0.9287 0.9289 -
nachreichen 0.6207 0.7173 0.7316 0.7351 0.7358 0.7362 0.4918
nachreisen 0.9106 0.9362 0.9398 0.9402 0.9404 0.9404 0.6253
nachrufen 0.8056 0.8532 0.8644 0.8676 0.8679 0.8680 0.3280
nachschicken 0.6538 0.7590 0.7792 0.7833 0.7827 0.7828 0.7423
nachsprechen 0.7581 0.8261 0.8423 0.8466 0.8478 0.8497 0.6332
nachtrauern 0.8224 0.8704 0.8833 0.8857 0.8863 0.8865 0.7814
nachwürzen 0.6578 0.6756 0.6685 0.6684 0.6682 0.6681 0.7907
nachzahlen 0.8963 0.9059 0.9081 0.9086 0.9087 0.9087 0.6677
nachzüchten 0.8086 0.8356 0.8317 0.8311 0.8305 0.8304 0.8047
nachäffen 0.3873 0.4618 0.4972 0.5087 0.5156 0.5146 0.7826

Table A.3.: Results for all 100 verbs for different context windows and pre-trained word
embeddings.
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PV PV translation BV BV translation
abfischen to fish out fischen to fish
abkapseln to seclude kapseln to encapsulate
abkehren to sweep away kehren to sweep
abmühen to struggle mühen to labour/struggle
abrasieren to shave off rasieren to shave
absegnen to rubber-stamp segnen to bless
abtrotzen to get something defiantly trotzen to defy
abwählen to de-elect wählen to elect
abzupfen to pluck off zupfen tp pluck
anbaggern to flirt baggern to dig
anblicken to look at blicken to look
anbändeln to flirt bändeln -
anfeinden to be hostile feinden -
anfärben to tint/stain färben to colour/dye
angurten to strap in gurten to belt
anklingen to hint klingen to sound
ankratzen to scratch slightly kratzen to scratch
ankämpfen to fight against kämpfen to fight
anleuchten to illuminate leuchten to glow/shine
anprobieren to try on probieren to try
anöden to bore öden to bore/stub
aufbahren to lay out bahren -
aufbrühen to brew brühen to scald
aufhorchen to prick up one’s ears horchen to listen
auflachen to burst out laughing lachen to laugh
aufsparen to save sparen to save
aufsperren to unlock sperren to block/disable
aufsprengen to blast open sprengen to blow up
aufstufen to upgrade stufen to scale/grade
auftreffen to impact treffen to meet/strike
ausgreifen to reach out greifen to grasp
aushorchen to sound out horchen to listen
auslernen to complete training lernen to learn/study
ausmauern to stein mauern to brick
aussäen to sow/disseminate säen to seed
aussöhnen to reconcile söhnen -
auswirken to affect wirken to seem/appear
auswürfeln to decide by throwing dice würfeln to throw a die

Table A.4.: Translations of PVs and BVs.
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PV PV translation BV BV translation
durchhängen to sag/dip hängen to hang
durchkriechen to crawl through kriechen to crawl
durchnehmen to go through nehmen to take
durchplanen to plan in detail planen to plan
durchrechnen to calculate in detail rechnen to calculate
durchrosten to rust through rosten to rust
durchschieben to push through schieben to push
durchseihen to strain seihen to strain
durchwinken to wave through winken to wave
durchzählen to headcount/enumerate zählen to count
eingravieren to engrave gravieren to engrave
einkleben to glue in kleben to glue
einloggen to log in loggen to log
einläuten to herald läuten to ring
einmieten to take lodgings mieten to rent
einrüsten to scaffold rüsten to arm/scaffold
einschiffen to embark schiffen to ship
einschwören to swear in schwören to swear
einsitzen to be in prison sitzen to sit
einstampfen to mash in a container stampfen to stamp
nachdrucken to reprint drucken to print
nachfließen to flow after fließen to flow
nachfordern to demand in addition fordern to demand
nachlösen to buy en route lösen to free/solve
nachpflanzen to replant pflanzen to plant
nachreichen to hand in later reichen to hand/last
nachreisen to travel after reisen to travel
nachrufen to call after rufen to call
nachschicken to send on schicken to send
nachsprechen to repeat sprechen to talk
nachtrauern to regret trauern to mourn
nachwürzen to add seasoning würzen to season
nachzahlen to pay later zahlen to pay
nachzüchten to re-breed züchten to breed
nachäffen to imitate/mock äffen to deceive
umdichten tp re-write a poem dichten to write poems
umdisponieren to rearrange disponieren to schedule
umhören to ask around hören to hear
umnutzen to convert nutzen to use
umpflanzen to replant pflanzen to plant
umpumpen to pump over pumpen to pump
umquartieren to move quarter quartieren to give quarter
umsteuern to reroute steuern to steer/route
umtreten to kick over treten to kick/step

Table A.5.: Translations of PVs and BVs.
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PV PV translation BV BV translation
unterjubeln to plant on someone jubeln to cheer
unterkriechen to shack up kriechen to crawl
unterkriegen to get down kriegen to get
untermischen to intermix mischen to mix
unterschieben to plant on schieben to push
unterschlüpfen to slip under schlüpfen to slip
zubinden to tie up binden to tie
zufrieren to freeze over frieren to freeze
zufüttern to feed in addition füttern to feed
zumischen to add to a mix mischen to mix
zunicken to nod to nicken to nod
zurasen to race towards rasen to race
zureden to encourage reden to talk
zuschicken to send to schicken to send
zuspringen to spring towards springen to jump
zustürmen to charge towards stürmen to charge/storm
überbleiben to be left over bleiben to stay
überstülpen to impose on stülpen to put over

Table A.6.: Translations of PVs and BVs.
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